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Abstract 
Data on mineral and rock analyses， most of which are presented to date， are utirized 
to obtain prelimin~ry P圃Tvalues of the superposing metamorphisms as follows， with the 
evaluation of experimental or theoretical investigations and using the two pyroxene， 
garnet-biotite， or garnet-cl inopyroxene geothermometry岨geobar ometries. 
First metamorphism: around 880oC-13.S kb and water deficient and vapor absent 
conditions. 
Second metamorphism: around 880oC-8.8 kb and almost dry conditions. 
Third metamorphism: around 680oC-S.S kb and near water sufficient conditions， 
but PH20 being not more than 0.8 Ptotal for the main phase， and 
around S20oC-3.8 kb and water deficient conditions as PH20 
being not more than 0.2 P total for the late phase. 
Some examples of microprobe analyses demonstrating the heterogeneities of some 
minerals provided somewhat realistic application of mineral compositions， most of which 
were obtained by wet analysis， to the results of the experimental-theoretical studies and 
to the geothermometry圃geobarometrycalculations. 
Mineral abbreviations used in text 
Ab: Albite， Alm: Almandine， An: Anorthite， And: Andradite， Ap: Apatite， As: Alumi-
nosilicate minerals， Bi: Biotite， sOlnetimes including phlogopite， Cc: Calcite， Cd: Cordierite， 
Cpx: Clinopyroxene， Di: Diopside， Do: Dolomite， En: Enstatite， Fo: Forsterite， Ga: 
Garnet， Gph: Graphite， Gr: Grossuralite， Ho: Hornblende， Kf: Potash feldspar， Kya: 
Kyanite) Mus: Muscovite， Ne: Nepheline， 01: 0livine， Opx: Orthopyroxene， Oq: Opaque 
mineral， Or: Orthoclase‘Phl: Phlogopite， Pl: Plagioclase， Px: Pyroxene， Py: Pyrope， 
Q: Quartz， Sc: Scapolite， Serp: Serpentine， Sil: Sillimanite， Sp: Spinel， Spe: Spessarite， 
St: Staurolite. 
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1. Introduction 
Metamorphism in the region around Lutzow-Holmbukta is reported by KIZAKl 
(1964) to be polymetamorphic composed of the earlier granulite facies and the later am-
phibolite facies metamorphisms. 
Conditions of the granulite facies metamorphism was discussed by BANNO et al. 
(1964b) and SUWA (1968). But they disregarded the polymetamorphic view point， and 
data at those times were insu伍cient. Many petrochemical data have accumulated in these 
years (especially after the efforts by YANAI， cf.Y ANAI and ONUKI， 1973， KANISAWA et al.， 
1979)， and the sequence of polymetamorphism has been summarized and developed 
recently by YOSHIDA et al. (1977) and YOSHIDA (1978， 1979). 
It may be appropriate to present a prelitninary view of the metatnorphic conditions 
of each superposing metamorphisms using the accumulated data in conjunction with 
some recent experimental and theoretical studies. 
1. Geologic setting 
The region around Lutzow-Holmbukta is composed of various kinds of metamorphic 
and plutonic rocks belonging to the granulite facies， amphibolite facies， and their super-
posed equivalents. The region is arbitrarily divided into the northern and the southern 
areas， the boundary between the two areas lying at the northern rim of Tensokuiwa， 
40 km north to the Syowa Station (Fig. 1). The northern areas consist of the amphibolite 
facies rocks mainly cornposed of biotite gneiss and pink granites with subordinate amounts 
of garnet-biotite gneiss and marbles. The southern areas mainly consist of the granulite 
facies rocks and the polymetamorphic rocks composed of paragneisses (garnet gneiss， 
biotite-garnet gneiss， and some others) and charnockitic rocks with subordinate amounts 
of metamorphosed basic rocks (metabasites and meta四ultrabasites)，quartzite， and carbo-
naceous rocks. Minor amounts of the amphibolite facies rocks such as biotite gneiss and 
pink granites are also found throughout the areas (TATSUMI and KIZAKI， 1969， YOSHIDA and 
ANDO， 1971， YOSHIDA， 1978， YANAI and ISHlKAWA， 1978， NAK.AI etal.， 1978， SUZUKI， 1978a). 
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Figure 1. Locality map of the region around Lutzow・Holmbukta
Dotted: Sea; Blank: Land; Dashed line 1: Boundary between the northern areas and the 
southern areas， and also， between the areas occupied mainly by thc Okuiwa Group (north) 
and the areas occupied by the Ongul Group (south); Dashed line 2: Boundary between 
the areas occupied by the Ongul Group (north) and the Skallen Group (south); R: Ryugu 
Misaki (cape); H: Hinode Misaki (cape); Om: Omega Misaki (cape); Ok: Okuiwa (rock); 
On: Ongul Islands; L: Langhovde; Sv: Skarvsnes; Sk: Skallen; P: Padda; B: Region 
around Bottneset; Sh: Shirase Hyoga (glacier). The geologic boundary is cited from 
YOSHIDA (1978). 
The radiometric age determinations (compiled by Y ANAI and UEDA， 1974) indicate 
that the amphibolite facies metamorphism overwhelmed the region， juvenizing almost al 
the radiometric ages of biotite and rocks to be lined around 400-500 m.y.， and the previous 
events， indicated as only one isochron age of 1100 m. y.， isalmost wholly concealed (as 
discussed by M姐 GOYAet al.， 1968， YANAI and UEDA， 1974， YOSHIDA， 1975). 
(1978， 1979) recently clarified the existance of the pre-granulite facies 
metamorphism found as the paleozomic mineral paragenesis in the charnockitic rocks. 
According to YOSHIDA， the metamorphic sequence of the region around Lutzow-Holrnbukta 
is as follows. 
First metamo.γphism (Ml): exempZified by the pα:Zeozomic mineraZ paragenesis i:丸山echar-
nockiticγocks J such as Ga-Cμ~-Qz. 
Second metamorphism (M2): exempZified by the ty抑制γphicmineraZ paragenesis in the 
gγanuZite f aciesγocks such as Opぉ-Cpぉ-PZ，α:ndaZso by the fo:γmatioηof the charnockiticγocks. 
Thi;γd metamo:γphism (M3): α仰が~ified by the typomo:γphic m:ぬeraZ par agenes'is 仇 the
amphiboZite faciesγocks such as Ho-PZ， but somewhat Zater metamoγphic eventsγeZated to 
the pink gγaη~ites being aZso indicated. 
The rock types are classified in the present article as follows: granites， paragneisses， 
charnockitic rocks， carbonaceous rocks， metabasites， and meta-ultrabasites. This classifi-
cation is principally based on that of YOSHIDA et al. (1976) and YOSHIDA (1978)， but some 
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modifications are made as fol1ows. The granites include the pink granites and other 
granitic rocks whose salics are not pink or bown but colorless. The metabasites in the 
previous usage are further divided into metabasites and meta-ultrabasites; the latter is 
characterized by the high color index as more than 90， although this classification is not so 
precise because of the scarsity of data (practical division is also given in .the next chapter). 
Most of the field occurrence of these rocks and their microstructural features cited in the 
present text are given in YOSHIDA (1978)， and in such cases， the citation of the reference is 
generally omitted in the present article. A11 data on the bulk composition of rocks 
presented to date are summarized in YOSHIDA (1978)， along with the mineral associations. 
Table 11ists the specimens， some of the constituent minerals of which are so far chemical1y 
analysed. 
11. Occurrence of rocks and their mineral parageneses 
3.1. Paragneisses and granitic rocks 
Paragneisses occur widely and abundantly throughout the region around Lutzow-
Holmbukta. But the precise classification of rocks or minerals into the products of the 
differing stages of metamorphisms is di伍cult，because very poor syntheses of the field data 
and microstructural optic studies are so far presented. Granitic rocks occur abundantly 
and generally concordantly in the northern areas， but sporadical1y and general1y discordant-
ly in the southern areas. 
Main varieties of the paragneisses and granitic rocks are garnet gneiss， garnet-
sil1imanite gneiss， garnet-biotite gneiss， garnet gneissose granite， biotite gneiss， and pink 
granites. In the northern areas， muscovite-bearing gneisses are not rare (Y ANAI and 
ISHIKAWA， 1978， NAKAI et al.， 1978， SUZUKI， 1978a)， and the staurolite-bearing gneiss was 
found (YOSHIKURA et al.， 1978). The garnet gneiss and garnet四sillimanitegneiss occur 
as the concordant alternations with the pyroxene metabasite. These gneisses and me-
tabasite are generally considered not to have intensely been subjected to the M3 meta-
morphism， i.e.， may represent the M2 metamorphic paragenesis. The garnet-biotite 
gneiss are sometilnes found to be converted from the charnockitic rocks， and the biotite 
gneiss sometimes discordantly cuts the charnockitic rocks; in both cases， the formation of 
the former rocks are distinctly different in tectonics from the charnockitic rocks and belong 
to the M3 metamorphism. The garnet gneissose granite is generally concordant but 
sometimes discordant to the rocks of the granulite facies， part of this rock grading into the 
pink gneissose granites when biotite takes place of some part of garnet. The pink granites 
occur as gneissic， diatexitic to nebulitic migmatitic， granitic， or pegmatitic bodies either 
concordant or discordant to the granulite facies rocks， thus being distinctly later than 
them (KIZAKI， 1964， YOSHIDA et al.， 1976， YOSHIDA， 1978). YOSHIDA (1978) considered 
the pink granites to be late in or next stage of the M3 metamorphism. The staurolite-
bearing rocks in the northern areas may belong to the M3 metamorphism， and the 
muscovite・bearingrocks， tothe late period of the M3 metamorphism， since the northern 
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areas are considered to be almost wholly occupied by the later rocks than the M2 meta-
morphism， and muscovite generally occurs altering biotite. 
The occurrences of rocks as mentioned above may suggest that the garnet gneiss and 
garnet-sillimanite gneiss were solid， the garnet gneissose granite was partly above the 
solidus， and the biotite gneiss and pink granites were far above the solidus. 
The mineral parageneses discerned from the paragneisses and granitic rocks with 
regard to the metamorphisms of different stages are as follows. 
The observed mineral parageneses mainly of the M2 metamorphism: 
(1) Q-Kf-Sil-Ga土(Pl)土(fewBi) 
(2) Q-Kf-PI-Ga土(fewBi) 
Mineral parageneses mainly of the M3 metamorphism: 
(3) Q-Kf-Pl-Sil-Bi 
(4) Q-Sil-Bi-Ga 
(5) Q-Pl-Sil-St-Bi-Ga 
(6) Q-PI-Bi土Kf
(7) Q-PI-Bi-Ga土Kf
(8) Q-Kf-Pl-Sil-Mus-Bi 
Iron ores are generally associated with these parageneses. The paragenesis (7) may 
in part represent the M3， but in part between the M2 and the M3 metanlorphism， i.e.， 
on the way of reducing garnet. The abbreviations of minerals are presented in the first 
page of this article. The parenthesized minerals indicate uncertainty about their positions， 
and their amounts are generally very scarse (possibly belong to the paragenesis of the 
other metamorphism). The mode of occurrence of muscovite in the northern areas is 
unclear， but it is also found in the garnet-biotite gneiss from Skallen， replacing biotite 
from margins and associated with calcite and iron ore. The formation of muscovite may 
represent later stage conditions of the M3 metamorphism. The mineral parageneses of 
each metamorphism are shown in the combined ACF-AKF diagrams (Fig. 2)， along with 
the observed mineral parageneses of other rock types which are listed afterwards. The 
nlIneral parageneses along with some petrographic evidences indicate that the following 
reactions might have taken place from the left to the right sides in changing conditions from 
the M2 to the M3 metamorphisms. All the reactions， however， appear not to have completed 
in many rocks， judging from the occurrence of minerals and the number of mineral phases 
in reference to the number of components. 
[1] Ga+Sil+H20=St+Q 
[2] Ga+Kf+H?O=Bi+Sil+Q 
The appearance of muscovite is shown by the following reactions， although not completed 
in al rocks. 
[3] Kf+Sil+H20=Mus+Q 
[4] Kf+Ga+Sil+H20=Mus+Bi 
[5] Bi+Pl+C02+02=Mus+Q+Cc十Mg++
， 
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3.2. Charnockitic rocks 
Charnockitic rocks occur widely and abundantly throughout the region around 
Lutzow-Holmbukta. YOSHIDA (1978) described the tectonics and petrology of these 
rocks in some detail. They are tectonically classified into charnockitic gneisses， char-
nockitic plutonites， and charnockitic pegmatites. In view point of lithology， acid to 
basic varieties are distinguished. Garnet is sometimes present throughout the varieties. 
The charnockitic gneisses are arranged parallel ¥vith the alternating rocks of the 
granulite facies， the charnockitic plutonites are sometIInes discordant and contain schlieric 
layers of metabasites， and the charnockitic pegmatites almost always occur as the intrusive 
form; the physical state thus ranging from below the solidus， just above the solidus， and 
far above the solidus， respectively. 
Microstructural events of the three metamorphisms are distinguished throughout the 
charnockitic rocks: the M1 metamorphism being only as traces， the M2 metamorphism， 
most dominant， and the M3 metamorphism， in some extent. Fine-grained xenocrystic 
clinopyroxene， garnet， quartz， biotite， and hornblende are sporadically found， which are 
considered by YOSHIDA (1978) to show the paragenesis of the M1 metamorphism. The 
reversed zoning of plagioclase as the representative from the M1 to the M2 metamorphic 
reaction I.s found in some basic varieties. The development of hornblende and biotite， 
and instead， the disappearance of pyroxenes， conversion of part of the perthite into nlIcro-
cline， and the developrnent of garnet and clinopyroxene in association with quartz in 
some restricted rocks， are the main mineralogic events representing the changing con-
ditions of the metamorphism from M2 to M3. 
The mineral parageneses discerned from the charnockitic rocks with regard to the 
different metamorphisms are shown below. 
The observed mineral paragenesis of the M1 metamorphism: 
(9) Q-Bi-Ho-Ga-Cpx-(Pl) 
Mineral parageneses mainly of the M2 metamorphism: 
Fi思lre2. ACF -AKF diagrams of each stages of metamorphisms indicating observed mineral 
parageneses. 
A. ACF-AKF diagram of the Ml metamorphism. 
Full tie lines mean coロrmonparageneses. Dashed tie lines indicate minor parageneses. 
The composition field of minerals is shown by a contoured area with fine dots. The com-
position field is cited from a1 the compositions of the concerned minera1s in Figures 
A and B， in which the c1assification of minerals into the di百erentstages of metamorphism 
is difficu1t. In Figure C， the field indicates on1y the mineral composition concerned to 
the M3 metamorphism. Quartz is associated in almost a1 parageneses， although any 
quartz-free parageneses are a1so found. In some parageneses near the C-F side of the 
ACF diagram， quartz is absent and hornblende takes place. The compositions of rocks are 
shown by scattered dotts cited from the Yoshida's diagram (YOSHIDA， 1978， his figure 2.6)， 
which include the calibration on biotite following after the method simplified from 
WINKLER'S (1974， p.34 47) explanation. The parenthesized mineral (in figure B) IS not 
observed and probaly unstab1e. 1¥在ineralabbreviations are given in the first page of the 
present article. 
B. ACF-AKF diagram of the M2 metamorphism. 
Keys and explanations are given in Figure A. 
C. ACF-AKF diagram of the M3 metamorphism. 
Keys and explanations are given in Figure A. 
， 
， 
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(10) PI-Ho-Ga-Cpx-Opx-(Bi) 
(11) Q-Kf-PI-Opx土Ga土(Bi)土(Ho)
(12) PI-Cpx-Opx土Q土Kf土(Bi)土(Ho)土(Ga)
Mineral parageneses of the M3 metarnorphism: 
(13) Q-Kf-PI-Bi-Cpx土Ho
(14) Q-Kf-PI-Bi-Ho-Ga-Cpx一(Opx)
(15) Q-Kf-PI-Bi土Ho
(16) PI-Ho土Q土Bi
Iron ores are generally associated with the above parageneses. The paragenesis 
(10) may indicate the transition from the M1 to the M2， and (14) possibly belongs to the 
M3 metamorphism (cf. section 5.1). The observed parageneses are shown in Figure 2. 
The nlineral parageneses along with some petrographic observations indicate that the 
following reactions might have taken place from the left to the right sides in changing 
conditions of the superposing metamorphisms. 
Metamorphic reaction from the M1 to the M2 metamorphisms: 
[6] Cpx+Ga+Q==Opx+Pl 
The reversal of this reaction is considered to have occurred from the M2 to the M3 meta-
morphism. The following reactions， more or less in incompletion， are considered applic-
able to the transition from the M2 to the M3 metamorphisms. 
[7] Kf+Opx+H20==Bi+Q 
[8] Kf+Ga+Opx+H20==Bi+Q 
[9] Opx+Cpx+Pl+H20==Ho+Q 
3.3. 恥1etabasites
The metabasites hitherto reported include froln the basic to the ultrabasic composi岨
tions. But in the present article， the meta-ultrabasites are excluded from the metabasites 
as already mentioned. Layers of the metabasites are often found throughout the region 
around Lutzow-Holmbukta， although they are general1y thin， the thickness of one layer 
being from some tens of centimeters to some meters. They occur as parallel layers， 
alternating with the paragneisses and charnockitic gneisses， as schlieric bodies in the 
charnockitic plutonites， oras angular blocks in some pink migmatite. Thus the metabasites 
might have been below the solidus in the first case， near or above the solidus in the second 
case.， and again， below the solidus in the last case. 
The metabasites consist of pyroxene metabasite， hornblende metabasite， and 
garnet-biotite metabasite in the southern areas. The field occurrence indicates that the 
first rock belongs to the M2 and the second to the M3 metamorphism， while the last rock 
is uncertain. The Cpx-Ho and Cpx-Ga parageneses of the M3 metamorphisIIl are 
reported in the metabasites from the northern areas. In some pyroxene metabasites， 
garnet occurs as relics surrounded by the symplektite of hypersthene and plagioclase， and 
fine grains of clinopyroxene and hornblende sometinles occur included in hypersthene. 
Plagioclase is often markedly reversely zoned (as described by YOSHIDA， 1978， p.124-125)， 
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the boundary between the acid core and calcic margin being distinct but irregular. These 
earlier minerals may belong to the M 1 paragenesis. In addition to those already presented) 
the observed mineral parageneses of the M1 metamorphism: 
(17) PI-Ga-Cpx-(Ho) 
(18) Pl-(Bi) 
Mineral parageneses probably of the M2 metamorphism: 
(19) Pl-Bi -Ga-(Q)-(Kf) 
(20) PI-Ho-Opx 
(21) PI-Bi-Ho-Opx 
(22) Sc-Opx-Cpx 
Mineral parageneses of the M3 metamorphism: 
(23) PI-Bi-Ho土Q
(24) Q-PI-Bi-Ho-Cpx 
(25) Pl-Sc-Ga-Cpx土(Q)土(Kf)
Iron ores are generally associated with these parageneses. The paragenesis (18) is 
that of the anorthosite associated with the meta-ultrabasites. The observed parageneses 
are shown in Fig. 2. These parageneses along with some petrographic evidences indicate 
that from.the M1 to the M2 parageneses， the metamorphic reaction， [6] Cpx+Ga+Q= 
Opx+Pl， which is the same as that presented in the charnockitic rocks， might have pro-
ceeded froIn the left to the right sides. Under the conditions of the left side of this reaction， 
hypersthene or plagioclase is considered stable according to the optic observations and the 
topology of bulk compositions of rocks in the ACF diagram. If plagioclase exists in the 
M1 paragenesis， itscomposition is expected to be more sodic than in the M2 paragenesis; 
this is just the case observed in many metabasites as exemplified by the distinct reverse 
zoning. Thus the wide distribution of the Ga -Cpx paragenesis of the M1 metamorphism 
prior to the present dominant paragenesis Opx-Cpx-Pl of the M2 metamorphism may 
be suggested. 
Metamorphic reactions from the M2 to the M3 parageneses are same as those already 
presented in the previous section. 
3.4. Meta-ultrabasites 
These rocks occur as lenticular or schlieric bodies in other rocks such as the garnet 
gneiss and charnockites， thus indicating their genesis to be earlier than these host rocks. 
But the field observation on the meta帽ultrabasitesis insu伍cient. In the table 2.1 of 
YOSHIDA (1978)， the meta-ultrabasites are 13 specimens* which are reported as pyroxenite， 
hornblendite， eclogite， or having very few salic minerals， or with Si02 contents less than 
450/0. The observed mineral parageneses are as follows. 
(26) PI-Bi-Ho-Ga 
(27) PI-Bi-Ho-Cpx-Opx 
• They are the following rockr in the Yoshida's Table: 
Nos. 37， 38， 39，46，51，52，53，54，55，56，57，58 and 59. 
， 
， 
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(28) PI-Ho-Ga-Opx土Oq
(29) Ho-Cpx-Opx-(Pl) 
(30) Ho-Ga-Cpx-Opx-(Pl) 
(31) Bi-Cpx-Opx 
(32) Cpx-Opx 
The 1¥在3paragenesis reported from R J ugu 1¥在isaki:
(33) Q-PI-Ga-Cpx-(Ho) 
Data on the occurrence of minerals are insu伍cient. Probably they generally belong 
to the M 1 paragenesis judging fronl the occurrence of the concerned rocks in the field as 
previously mentioned. But some of them may belong to the M2 metamorphism， judging 
from the diagnostic paragenesis Opx-Pl， and therefore， the superposed paragenesis is 
also probable as in other rocks. 
3.5. Carbonaceous rocks 
Marbles and allied rocks occur abundantly in Skallen. They occur as thick layers， 
macroscopical1y parallel to the alternation structure of the granulite facies rocks. In 
detail， however， they sometimes “intr吋e"into the granulite facies rocks (case A) or occur 
as irregular blocks or bands in the case A carbonaceous rocks associated with the new 
intrusive granitic rocks or with the gneissic xenolithic blocks (case B). Among the case A 
(inclusive of the many of the ordinary alternating marbles)， pure marble and rnarbles 
with scattered colored minerals (usage after YOSHIDA et ol.， 1976) are the main repre-
sentative rock types， whereas in the case B， skarn and al1ied rocks are found. The case A 
rocks may generally belong to the M2 metamorphisnl and the case B rocks associated with 
the granitic rocks， tothe M3 metamorphism. But the case B rocks associated with the 
xenolithick blocks of gneissic rocks may belong either to the M2 or the M3 metanlorphism 
or both， and the detailed synthesis is necessary on the carbonaceous rocks from this point 
of view. Examinations of the fact that a part of the type A rocks show the “in trusi ve" 
occurrence， which may generally indicate that the rocks were set in the physical conditions 
above the solidus， are left for the future studies because of the scarsity in related data. 
The representative tnineral paragenesis in the case A rocks: 
(34) Cc-Do-Fo-Sp土Bi土Gph
Minor parageneses including both the case A and B rocks: 
(35) Q-Sc-Ho-Cpx土Pl土Cc
(36) Bi-Ho-Cpx土Pl土Sc
(37) Sc-Bi-Ho-Cpx-Sp 
(38) Bi-Cpx-Fo一Cc-Sp
(39) Bi-Ho-Cpx一Cc-Do
These parageneses are represented in the Si02-CaO-(Fe， Mg)O triangle diagram 
(Fig. 3). Addition of any one of the A12u3， K20， orH20 component may be the reason 
of the number of the mineral phase with regard to the nUlnber of the component along 
with the univariant reaction relationship. 
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Figure 3. Si02-Al203一(Fe，Mg)O diagram of carbonaceous rocks. 
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Calcite is present in almost al1 parageneses. Most of the parageneses belong to the M2 
metamorphism. The dashed line indicates the minor paragenesis， and probably be10ngs 
to tl;e M3 paragenesis. The dashed line with a dot indicates the minor paragenesis also， 
and is considered to belong to both the M2 and M3 metamorphisms. Other keys are 
same as in Figure 2. 
The Sp-Fo paragenesis associated with calcite may belong to the M2 metamorphism， 
which is the representative of the case A as the paragenesis (34). In case when biotite is 
present in the paragenesis (34)， the following reaction is considered on its way， asone of 
the representative of the reactions from the M2 to the M3 metamorphisms. 
[10] Fo+Sp+Cc+H20=Bi+Do 
The rocks with the parageneses of the Si02-rich areas in the trianεle diagram are generally 
associated with granitic intrusions， and in such cases， the Ho-Sc and Ho-Do para-
geneses are dominated. These parageneses possibly belong to the M3 metamorphism， 
derived from the M2 paragenesis by the following reactions: 
[1] Cpx+Sc+Sp+H20=Ho+Q 
[12] Fo+Sp十H20+C02=Ho+Do
Carbonate minerals often show marked exsolution structures under the microscope. 
Since almost al the X-ray diffraction examinations indicate the association of calcite and 
dolonlite， the optically found microstructure may represent the exsolution formed from 
the calite-dolomite solid solution. Serpentine often occurs as the alteration product after 
forsterite，五llingthe cracks or surrounding the peripheries of the later. 
IV. Discussion on the stability of some minerals 
4.1. Garnet 
Garnet is a stable mineral throughout the three metamorphisms provided that the 
， 
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bulk chemistry of a rock is favourable. The amount and composition of garnet vary 
according to the composition of rocks. And in some rocks with unfavourable bulk 
composition， the garnet disappears. 
Garnet occurs， asfine grained xenocrystics in plagioclase in the charnockites of sonle 
kind as relics of the M1 paragenesis， as typomorphic granular crystals in the ultrabasic 
rocks probably representing the M1 paragenesis， as typomorphic grains in many pelitic 
gneisses representing the M2 paragenesis， astypomorphic grains associated with biotite 
in many other pelitic gneisses and granitic rocks as the M3 or on the way from the M2 to 
the M3 parageneses， oras coarser grains associated with quartz， diopside， orhornblende 
in some charnockitic rocks as the representative of the small domain paragenesis of the 
M3 metamorphism. 
Compositions of garnet of various rock types from the region around Lutzow-
Holmbl.的 areplotted in the COLEMAN et al.'s (1965) and SAXENA-KARAKIDA'S (SAXENA， 
1968， KARAKIDA， 1974 and his unpublished data) diagrams (Figs. 4-A， B). Although 
some compositional changes of garnet in relation to metamorphism are attributed to the 
compositional changes of the host rocks (eふ ATHERTON，1965， MIYASHIRO and SHIDO， 
1973)， the e仔'ectof physical conditions are also represented (e.g.， GREEN， T.H.， 1978). 
Many garnets fal in the granulite facies field， but garnets of gneisses from the northern areas 
fal in the amphibolite facies field in both figures A and B， and some garnets of the granulite 
facies rocks from the southern areas fal in the eclogite field in figure A. These may indicate 
the possibility of the origin of garnet to be traced back to the M 1 paragenesis in some 
rocks and in others to the M2 paragenesis， and the latest M3 metamorphic conditions to 
be only slightly affectable to the “mean" composition of garnets from the southern areas. 
Examples of such phenomina in metamorphic terrains are becomming su伍cientrecently 
by EPMA analysis (TRACY et al.， 1976， WOODSWORTH， 1977， ASHWORTH and CHINNER， 
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Figure 4. Compositions of garnet. 
A. Triangular Alm+Spe: Gr+And: Py diagram of garnet. 
Full line: Range of pyrope molecule obtained from garnets of the granulite facies rocks. 
Dashed line: Range of pyrope molecule obtained from garnets of the amphibolite facies 
rocks. Dotted line: Range of pyrope molecule obtained from garnets of the eclogites. 
The numerical numbers attached to the symbols refer to the list of Table 1. Different 
marks indicate the kind of rocks as follows: Solid circle: Meta-ultrabasite; Dot: Metabasite; 
Circle with dot: Charnockite; Cross: Paragneiss; Star: Granites and pegmatites; The 
figure and classification of garnets are referred to those of COLEMAN et al. (1965). 
B. 1¥在g/1¥在g+Fe+Mnversus Ca of garnet. 
Solid line A: The Boundary between the garnets of the granulite facies rocks (upper 
field) and those of the amphibolite facies rocks (lower field) of the pelitic composition. 
Solid line B: The limit of the distribution field (lower side) of garnets of the greenschist 
facies rocks of the pelitic compositions. Dashed line: The field (lower side) of garnets 
of the amphibolite facies rocks of the basic composition. The upper side field of the 
line is occupied only by the garnets of the granulite facies rocks. Other keys are same as 
in figure A. The figure follows after SAXENA (1968)， and the classification boundaries are 
referred to KARAKIDA (1974， for pelitic rocks) and KARAKIDA (personal communication， 
for basic rocks). Data on Nos. 3 and 4 in both figures are obtained by the simplyfied 
calculation after the incomplete analytical data of YOSHIKURA et al. (1978). 
1978， ULIMPIO and ANDERSON， 1978). The conforn1ity of the “mean" composition of 
garnet to the new condition is expected to be in the order: newly crystal1ized garnet-
enlarged garnet (over the preexistant garnet)-stable (by adjusting marginal composition) 
relict garnet-metastable relict garnet (under comsumation， only slight intracrystalline 
diffusion playing the role of the adjustment). The classing of a garnet into these four 
groups depends on the bulk chemistry of the rock. Thus， from the topology of the 
garnet-bearing paragenesis， garnet， formed under the M2 metamorphism in rocks with 
their composition being located in the triangle grid of the Ga-Opx-Pl in the ACF diagram， 
persists to the M3 metamorphism being overgrown by a new garnet， and vice versa. The 
composition of garnet of some garnet-biotite gneiss， analysed by the wet method， therefore， 
presents the intermediate “mean" composition between the amphibolite and the granulite 
facies garnets in Figure 4. Furthermore， the composition of garnet stabilized during 
a・
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the M3 metalnorphisln， the bulk composition of the rock fals in the PI-Opx-Cpx grid 
in Figure 2， may possibly reflect the compositional characteristics having been suitable to 
the M1 metamorphism， especial1y when the garnet of the M1 metamorphism persisted 
metastably during the M2 metamorphism. Thus the composition of garnets from the 
metabasites and son1e charnockites possibly reflects the composition of garnet in the M1 
metamorphism. 
One example of microprobe analysis of garnet in a metabasite from Skallen exemplified 
the zoning rich in Ca and Mg in the core part. At the edge of the garnet where the new 
M3 biotite is attached， change in composition is somewhat distinct， indicating the later 
stage compositional ad justment of the marginal part of the garnet during the period when 
the biotite crystallized. 
There is another example of the occurrence of garnet in some metabasites contact 
with granitic rocks. This occurrence indicates that the formation of garnet in meta-
morphism is sometimes controled by chemical changes such as addition of Al and Si as 
exemplified by BLATTNER (1976). This problem is left for future investigations. 
4.2. Biotites 
Biotites occur widely throughout the variety of rocks from Lutzow-Holmbukta. 
They are classed into biotite and phlogopite according to their Mg-F e ratios at the 
boundary 1:2 as compiled by DEER et al. (1962). The latter mineral generally occurs in 
the meta-ultrabasites and carbonaceous rocks， and the former is found in other rocks. 
These minerals are considered to have been existed in some rocks throughout the series of 
metamorphisms. 
Biotite occurs， asa xenocrystic grain in plagioclase or other n1inerals， indicating part 
of this mineral to be of the M1 paragenesis， asa stable grain in the biotite gneiss or garnet-
biotite gneiss indicating to be of the M3 or in the way from the M2 to the M3 metamor-
phisms， oras an alteration product after garnet or pyroxene indicating the M3 paragenesis. 
The color of biotite ranges from redish brown or brownish red in the metabasites and some 
paragneisses， deep brown to reddish brown in many paragneisses and granites， and deep 
brown with greenish tint in some granites. The change in color of biotite in the para-
gneisses and granitic rocks may indicate the complex genesis concerning the superposition 
of metamorphisms in the present region， referring to the HAYAMA'S (1959) detnonstration 
on the color variation of biotite in di:fering grades of metamorphisms. 
Ti02 contents of biotite (Fig. 5)， which are generally considered to increase with 
increasing temperature of metamorphisln and add the reddish tint to the color of biotite， 
is distinctly high (ranging from 1.87 to 7.03%， averaging 5.060~ ) in biotite which is con-
formable to the biotite from the granulite facies terrain (OKI， 1961， BEHR et al.， 1971). In 
detail， however， the lower Ti02 values from 1.87 to about 4 percent are found， the host 
rocks belonging to the amphibolite facies， which are either the paragneisses from the 
northern areas or the pink granite from Skallen. Applying in some extent the discussions 
on the garnet concerning the composition adjustlnent under the polymetamorphic con-
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Figure 5. Ti02 versus FeOjFeO+乱190diagram of biotite. 
The dashed line A divides phlogopites (left) and biotites (r抱ht)，and B divides biotites of 
the amphibolite facies rocks from the northern areas (lower side) and biotites of rocks 
from the southern areas (upper side field). The dotted bar indicates the uncertainty 
read from the reported data. No. 18 is an exception. It is a biotite of a pink granite 
from the southern areas. Circle with cross: Hornblende gnciss. Other keys are same 
as in Figure 4. 
dition， the variation of the Ti02 contents of biotite in rocks other than the biotite gneiss 
and granites may in part be a reflection of the bulk chemistry as well as the enlarging， 
adjusting， orconsuming modes of the concerned biotite grain. 
Mol ratios FeO versus FeO+MgO vary from 19.0 to 62.4%， clearly dividing the 
biotite series and the phlogopite series. The average of biotite is 47.2~~ and that of 
phlogopite is 24.0%. According to the experimental study of WONES and EUGSTER (1965)， 
the phlogopite with Fe/Fe+Mg around 24% is not decomposed below 900oC; thus it is 
stable in the granulite facies conditions. On the contrary， biotite with Fe/Fe-~ Mg around 
50% is expected to enter the deconlposition field above 6000C in the QMF buffer if the 
water vapor is su伍cient. Since the ratio FejFe+Mg is distinctly aH'ected by the com帽
position of rocks as suggested by BUTLER (1965)， the stability of biotite咽phlogopitedepends 
on the composition of rocks. Thus phlogopite of the meta醐ultrabasitesis stable in such 
conditions as the M1 and M2 metamorphisms， but biotite of other rocks is sometimes 
unstable. The addition of other mineral phases to the reaction， or the slightly higher 
oxidation condition lower the disappearing temperature of biotite. Sporadic occurrence 
， 
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of fine grains of biotite of the M1 paragenesis included in some other minerals may be 
due to the lower oxidation conditiol1 during the M1 and M2 metamorphisms. 
4ふ Hornblende
Hornblende widely occurs in various rock types in the present region. It occurs， as
fine-grained xenocrystics in polygonal plagioclase which were evaluated by Y OSHIDA 
(1978) as exanlples of hornblende in the M1 metatnorphism， aspolygonal grains in some 
metabasites， meta-ultrabasites， and carbonaceous rocks probably belonging to the M1， 
M2， or M3， or to al metamorphisms， asovergrowing minerals on clinopyroxene of some 
metabasites and charnockitic rocks suggesting their origin to belong to the M3 paragenesis， 
or as typomorphic mafic minerals scattering in the hornblende gneiss or granites as 
belonging to the M3 paragenesis. 
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Left figure: Ti02 contents in reference to the metamorphic grade. 
1， 2， and 3 refer to the ranges of the greenschist， amphibolite， and granulite facies， 
respectively， after RAA弓E(1975). The circle ¥vith star means hornblende in marble. 
Other keys are same as in Figure 4. 
Right figure: Al versus Si of horn blende. 
The upper line indicates the hypothetical limit of amphibole after LEAKE (1965). 
The lower line indicates the boundary between hornblende of the high pressure 
metamorphic rocks (upper side) and that of the low pressure metamorphic rocks 
(lower side) after RAASE (1975). This division is somewhat controversal to the pre-
sent examples. 
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The color of hornblende ranges from light green in the hornblende gneiss and granite 
to greenish brown in some metabasites and meta-ultrabasites through grass green in the 
charnockitic rocks and some tnetabasites. The change in color indicates that hornblendes 
of the rocks from the present region are different in their genesis concerning the superposed 
metamorphisms， judging from the expected color changes in relation to the tnetamorphic 
grade (WISEMAN， 1934， SHIDO， 1958). 
Ti02 contents and octahedral Al versus Si of hornblende of the present region are 
shown in Figure 6 in the form of LEAKE (1965) and RAASE (1974). These figures， intotal， 
indicate their complex genesis as found in biotite. A hornblede from the hornblende 
gneiss falls in the lower grade region than the hornblendes of the metabasites or char-
nockites. But hornblendes of the meta-ultrabasites fal in the far lower grade field in the 
Ti02 figure. Plots of hornblendes in the Si -Al diagram are also di伍cultto explain. These 
problems will not be solved without clarifying the detailed occurrence of this mineral 
which is not yet given. 
The appearance or disappearance of hornblende is markedly controled by the com-
position of rocks in reference to the topology in the phase diagram. The stability field 
of hornblende is wider in quartz deficient rocks and significantly affected by the fugacity 
of H20 throughout al the lnetamorphic conditions. The stability field of hornblende 
may be enlarged drastically to the pelitic rock field by the disappearance of the Opx -Pl 
or Opx-Kf tie lines in the ACF-AKF diagrams. This is considered to be the case 
from the M2 to the M3 metanlorphisms. 
The considerations above indicate that hornblende in rocks with the basic composition 
are possibly referred to any one， two， or three of the M1， M2， and M3 metamorphisms， 
but hornblende in acid rocks may belong to the M3 metamorphism. 
4.5. Composition field of sillimanite， cordierite， and staurolite 
Rocks in which sillimanite possibly occurs are first selected from the ACF and AKF 
diagrams. They should lie in the A-side of both Ga-An and Ga-Kf tie lines: 21* 
among 61 specimens presented in the table of YOSHIDA (1978， table 2.1) satisfy this re-
striction. WINCHESTER (1974) presented a valuable diagram for testing the occurrence 
of sillitnanite in reference to the composition of rocks. 21 specimens selected above are 
plotted in the Winchester's diagram (Fig. 7). Of these， specimens Nos. 14， 20， and 21 
(numbers of the specimens refer to those in table 2.1 of YOSHIDA 1978) enter the sillimanite 
field， and two other specimens are just on the boundary line. Only the specimen 20 which 
is apart from the boundary line contains sillimanite， but others do not; they are the biotite-
bearing garnet gneisses. Since the disappointed specimens are situated very near the 
boundary line， slight deviation of the compositions of the constituent minerals possibly 
have caused to inhibit the sil1imanite occurrence. 
Cordierite is also expected to occur in the 21 specimens restricted in the same fassion 
• They are the specimens Nos. 2，10，11，12，13，14，15，16，19，20，21，23，24，25，26，27，29，30， 
31，33， and 35， inthe table 2.1 of YOSHIDA， 1978. 
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List of analysed minerals and mineral constitutions of their host rocks Table 1. ?
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No. and rock types of the specimen 
Mineral constitutions and No. of analysed minerals 
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? ?
??
?
?
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?
? ???Sp. 
No. Loc. Others Oq Cpx Opx Ga Ho Bi Pl Kf Q 
68032402 Charnockite 
68032310 Enderbite 
68030103 Syenite 
JARE57021001C Norite 
JARE57012602 Norite 
JARE57112402 Syenite 
JARE57110801 Syenite 
??? ?
++ 
++ 
?
?【? ?
?
?
?
???。〉
St-Sil gneiss 
恥1us-Ga-Bigneiss 
Bi gneiss 
Ga gneiss 
Ga-Bi gneiss 
Ga gneiss 
Ga gneiss 
Ga gneiss 
Ga-Bi gneiss 
Ga-Bi banded gneiss 
Ga gneiss 
Granite or Ga-free pelitic gneiss 
78010704A 
77010501 
68022002 
68021514 
68032313 
JARE60030705 
JARE57112107 
J ARE5711 0505 
68051908 
JARE57110506 
JARE57111105 
J ARE571 02715 
Stq 
加lus
++ 
+ 
++ 
++ + 
++ 
JARE57120803 Granite 
Mus，Scm 77012001 Sc-Pl pegmatite 
Shibuya咽 Kizakispecimen， Pink granite 
68051805 Pegmatitic granite 
68020201 Bi granite 
J ARE571 02623 Pink granite cutting the 
charnockite 
Pink granite 
Granite 
E以 b
+ 
e 
JARE57102624 
J ARE570901 01 
+ 
+ 
18d 
19d 
++ ++ 
++ 
++ 
++ 
++ 
Cpx rich seam in basic gneiss 
Xenolithic block in pink granite 
h在etabasite
Metabasite in Ga-Bi gneiss 
Amphibolite contact with aplite 
Basic granulite 
Discordant pyroxene metabas:te 
77010804 
77010907A 
JARE58010410 
68090706 
1-29 
JARE57020905 
Y69020303 
Scm 
Scm 
+ 
??
++ 
9-12q 
? ? ?
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6n 
7n 
o 
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9d 
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11c 
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8n 
9n 
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11d 
12n 
13c 
14d 
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13n 
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++ 
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14n 
o 
++ 
15-17q 
++ 
20n 
++ 4g 
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?
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?
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?
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++ 
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( continued) Table 1. 
Minera1 constitutions and No. of analysed minerals 
No. and rock types of the specimen Rock Analysis 
Sp. 
No. Others Oq Cpx Opx Ga Ho Bi PI Kf Q 
Loc. 
• 
? ? ? ? ? ?
??
??
?????
? ? ? ?
? ?
?? 。
? ?
?
??
Concordant Cpx-Ga rock in pa-
ragneiss， the modal composition 
is given (k) 
Pyroxenite in metabasite complex 
in Ga gneiss 
Orthopyroxenite in metabasite 
complex in Ga-gneiss 
Hornblendite in a metabasite 
complex in Ga gneiss 
Hornblende eclogite in a metaba-
site complex in Ga gneiss 
Hornblende eclogite in a metaba-
site complex in Ga gneiss 
Hornblende pyroxenite in a 
metbasite complex in Ga gneiss 
Basic granulite 
Amphibolite mass in charnockite 
Ga amphibolite 
Hornblende eclogite 
Basic granulite 
Ultrabasic granulite 
Ultrabasic granul ite 
Ultrabasic granulite 
Ultrabasic granulite 
Meta-ultrabasite in Ga-granitic 
gnelss 
Ultrabasic granulite 
Ultrabasic granul ite 
Ultrabasic granulite 
78010301 
68032704 
68091201-2 
JARE60030704 
68040105 
68022405-1 
68021509 
0-0144 
JARE57012501 
JARE57122005 
J ARE57122006 
JARE57122013 
68051904 
68091201-1 
68032303 
68032702 
68032701 
， 
SCg 
Scg 
Scg 
++ 
?
??
?
++ 
13-15k，q 
++ 
17n 
? ?
?
?
? ?
??
16n 
+ 
11n 
12n 
++ 
++ 
14c 
15n 
++ 
??? ?
13n 
18，19k，Q 
21n 
??ぅ，?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
? ?
?
20n 
+ 
+ 
5n 
++ 
++ 
7n 
++ 
8n 
9g 
++ 
10g 
11n 
6n 
++ 
++ 
++ 
24n 
25n 
26n 
27n 
23n 
• 
+ 
++ 
++ 
++ 
? ?? ?
++ 
++ 
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35 R - + 
46 
52 
54 
37 
58 
39 
41 
EO 
EO 
???
? ? ? ? ? ?
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
41 
??
??
?
?
??
??????
??? ?
39 
40 
36 
37 
38 
JARE57112007 
JARE57110904 
JARE5711090S 
++ 
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Marble， Pargasite-scapolite vein in 
caLcareous metamorphic rock 
JARES7102709B Marble 
JARES7102734 Marble， composed of Di， Fo. 
て Phlogopite，Do，Serp，and ' 
accessories of Ap and Sp 
JARES7102707 Scg，h 15g，h ++ 
52 Lh 
53 Sv 
54 Sv 
HORNBLENDE GNEISS 
55 WO 60 ++ 
MARBLE 
56 Sk 
? ? ?
???
Apg，i_ 
Sph 一++ 
-・.. 
-
・.++ 
Sk 
Sk 
57 
58 
1‘ 
( continued) Table 1. ???、
No. and rock types of the specimen 
Mineral constitutions and No. of analysed minerals Rock 
analysis Loc. 
Sp. 
No. 
Others Oq Cpx Opx Ga Ho Bi Pl Kf Q 
HK57022502 Opx crystal 
Number-less， Ga crystal 
18d 
OTHERS 
59 0 
60 EO a 
?
?【
? ?
? ?
? ?
?。???。〉
The folJowing sets of the specimen numbers read in the cited references appear to indicate one same rock or mineral specimen， and there-
fore， on1y the-left side number is used in the table. 
J~57012602(c，d，g) & JARE57012601(0) 
HK570702502(c，g，0) & No. less(d) 
JARE57102624(d~g) & JARE57102604(0)， for biotite 
JJ_\RE~7~ 10505(d，g) & JARE57110504(0)~ for garnet and biotite 
J~RE~7110904(d) -& JARE57110905(c) for garnet 
J~E57110801(c;d，g) & JARE571108O2(0) 
68051904 & 68013113 
68032702 & 68032704， for biotite 
68032702 & 68032302 
68040105 & 68040107 
Double plus， plus， and bar mean present in an ordinary amount， present in minor amount， and absent， respectively. 
Abbreviations of localities are as follows. 
~9: ~ast Ongul Island， WO: West Ongul Island， 0: Ongul Islands or adjacent district， Inst: Instekleppane， Lh: Langhovde， 
Ok:OKuiwa，Om:Omega h/fisaki，P:Padda，R:Ryugu hIfisaki，SK:Skalien and Skallevi}dulsen，Sv:Skarvsnes 
The number in the rock analysis column refers to that in the table 2.1 of YOSHIDA， 1978. The numerical number in the mineral 
column refers to the mineral number which is presented in some otheragures of the present article.The attached alphabetical letter 
on the right side of the mineral number indicates the bibliographic sourse of their chemical analyses as follows. 
a. MINAMI t，f al.， 1961 
b. HAY必HIet al.， 1961 
c. BANNO et al.， 1964a 
d. BANNO et al.， 1964b 
e. SHIBUYA and KJZAKI， 1967 a 
f. SUWA， 1966 
g. SUWA， 1968 
h. SUWA and TATSUMI， 1969 
i. YOSHIDA et al.， 1976 
j. YOSHIDA， 1978 
k.YOSHIKURA et af.31978，and will also be published in the Mm.Natl.Inst.Polar Res-psp.Voi-，in 1979 
1.SUZUKL1978h and will also be published in the Mm.Natl.Inst.Polar Res.Sp.Vol-，in 1979 
m.SUZI1KL1978b，and will also be published in the Mem.Natl.Inst.Polar Res-JSp.Vol-，in 1979 
n. YANAJ and ONUKI， 1973， and KANISAWA et al..1979 
0.TATSUMLT.，ms.，19653 unpublished e 
P. AN札 YST，1¥. SUZUKI" unpublished 
q. ANALYST， S.YOSHJKURA， unpublished 
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Figure 7. Compositions of rocks in reference to the occurrence of sillimanite. 
The right side of the solid line is the composition field of the sillimanite occurrence under 
the muscovite-unstable conditions， and the dotted line is the composition field (right 
side) of sillimanite under the muscovite・stableconditions (diagram， after WINCHESTER， 
1974). Numerical numbers refer to those in the YOSHIDA'S data (1978， his table 2.1). 
as in sillimanite. 1n the M2 metamorphism， where biotite is unstable， the Fe-rich member 
(practically the average value m勾 servethe limitting value) of garnet may serve the highest 
Fe/Fe+Mg value of rocks those can contain cordierite as shown in the A1203一MgO-FeO
diagram (Fig. 8). The highest Fe/Fe+Mg value of garnet in rocks other than meta-
ultrabasite is 89.4%. This value appears to effect no restriction to the occurrence of cor-
dierite. Thus， al21 specimens can contain cordierite in the M2 metamorphism. But 
they have no cordierite. This leads to conclude that the Sil-Ga tie line restricted the 
cordierite in a veη， narrow composition field in the ACF diagram. No specimen isfound 
to be situated in this field， although only two rocks (Nos. 19 and 20 in YOSHIDA'S table) 
are situated near or lying on the Sil-Ga tie line. These rocks contain more or less 
plagioclase， and therefore， appear to be in the plagioclase side of the tie line. 
1n the M3 metamorphism， biotite is aparently stable and the Bi -Sil tie line stably 
appears. This restricts the cordierite field to Fe/Fe+Mg less than about 50% in the Al203一
MgO-FeO diagraln by the composition of biotite in the garnet-bearing rocks other than 
meta-ultrabasites. 5 specimens among the 21 can satis令rthis restriction， but again， they 
have no cordierite. Thus， in both the M2 and M3 metamorphisms， the existance of 
， 
./30 、F
• • -7J4 
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Ga 
.・ Bi
Opx. Opx 
Mg 0 FeO 
Figure 8. Al203一MgO-FeOdiagram testing the occurrence of cordierite and staurolite. 
The full line refers to the M2， and the dashed line， to the M3 metamorphisms. Com-
positions of minerals of rocks other than the meta-ultrabasites are indicated by the solid 
bars. Dotted bars indicate the composition range of minerals in the meta-ultrabasites. 
For explanation， see text. 
Cd-Pl and Cd-Kf tie lines are excluded; but the disappearance of the cordierite itself 
remains uncertain in the M2 metamorphis， although WINKLER (1974， p.220-221) suggested 
such paragenesis as (1)， tobe the diagnostic of the absence of cordierite. Recently， YANAI 
and ISHlKAWA (1978) described the paragenesis (4) Q-Sil-Bi-Ga from Hinode Misaki 
of the northern areas. This paragenesis indicates the absence of the cordierite phase 
during the M3 metamorphism in this district. 
The stability field of staurolite is somewhat similar to cordierite above mentioned. 
HOSCHEK (1967) demonstrated on the same problem mainly on the lower grade rocks with 
successful results. Since staurolite is expected to occur only in the M3 metamorphism 
as already mentioned， the composition field of staurolite bearing rocks in the ACF and 
AKF diagrams is nearly the same as cordierite， provided that muscovite is not present 
(the presence of muscovite restricts the staurolite field narrower). Thus， here again onl y 
two specimens Nos. 19 and 20 are concerned， which recalls the same explanation as in the 
discussions on the cordierite field. Furthermore， the FejFe+Mg values of the bulk 
composition of these rocks， 41.0 and 54.9% repectively， appear also not so profitable for 
the occurrence of staurolite by the Sil-Ga tie line in the A1203-FeO-MgO diagram. 
These evidences indicate that the St -M us and St -Kf tie lines do not exist; but the 
decomposition of staurolite such as [1] St+Q=Sil+Ga+H20 is not ascertained in the 
southern areas. The finding of the staurolite輔bearingrocks in R戸19UMisaki in the 
northern areas proved the stability of this mineral during the M3 metamorphism in ~he 
， 
， 
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northern areas. Finding of no staurolite in the southern areas may be attributed to the 
scarsity of the rocks with appropriate chemical compositions as above discussed， aswell 
as the weak development of the M3 metamorphic conditions in these areas. 
v. Conditions of metamorphism 
5.1. Evaluation of experimental results to the observed metamorphic reactions 
1. First (M1) metamorphism 
YOSHIDA (1978) estimated the conditions of the first metamorphisnl (his first episode 
of microstructure observed in the charnockitic rocks) as follows. .….. is considered to be 
intermediate to high grade conditions judging from the mineral associations as quartz， biotite， 
clinopyroxene， garnet， and hornblende. High pressure granulite conditions or at least， a somewhat 
higher pressure condition than the second metamorphism is considered possible， judging from the 
relic occurrence of both clinopyroxene and garnet being included in， and therefore suggesting the 
transformation into， orthopyroxene and plagioclase (of the next metamorphism)・….• fine bioti te 
of this episode is arranged parallel to the thin banding and foliation， indicating the predominance 
of the directed stress field during this metamorphism. 
Mineral parageneses of different rocks during the M1 metamorphism are presented 
in chapter.3. P-T estimates of the conditions of the M1 metamorphism is indicated in 
Figure 1仏A. Some useful results from the experimental or theoretical investigations 
concerning the physical conditions of rocks， and diagnostic mineral parageneses or reactions 
limitting the topology of the M1 metamorphism in the P-T grid are also indicated in the 
figure. 
The fact， that biotite and hornblende (near to the end member pargasite) existed 
stably during the M1 metamorphism in the charnockitic rocks， indicates that the decom-
position curve of hornblende in andesite (ALLEN et al.， 1975) marks the upper temperature， 
and possibly also， pressure limits. Since the experiment is made under the multiphases 
with water vapor， the curve shifts possibly up to the Kushiro's results， expressing the 
single phase pargasite decomposition (KUSHIRO， 1970)， which is about 1000C higher than 
the Allen et al.'s curve. The temperature rises in decreasing H20 contents at around 10-
15 kb (HOLLOWAY， 1973)， and the pressure may lower in increasing complexities of the 
compositions of hornblende (e.g.， HARIYA， 1976). The decomposition temperature of 
biotite with FeOjFeO+MgO around 50% may not be lower than that of hornblende 
under the conditions without free water vapor and lower oxidation conditions (WONES 
and EUGSTER， 1965， and Mo∞DR郎ES鉱K仁α1and B勘OE訂τT'‘"叩1
The lower t伐emperaturelimit is indicated by the curve of the solv刊uscrest 0ぱfgroωs-
s釦uralit伐e-pyropegiven by HENSEN et al. (1975)， noticing on the stable occurrence of calcium-
rich garnet in the M1 paragenesis. The curve appears to shift to the lower temperature 
side according to the compositional change of garnet; it is in the range of some tens of 
degrees centigrade following the calculation after GANGULY and KENNEDY (1974). The 
possibility of granitization during the M1 metamorphism is suggested by YOSHIDA (1977， 
p. 15， 1978， p.94) in Skallen， discordant granite (the present lithology is acid charnockite) 
occurring after the intense flow fold of gneisses. If this is the case， the solidus of a granitic 
， 
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rock is considered to serve the lower temperature limit. The granitization might have 
occurred as a result of the (M1) regional metamorphism. The granite production in the 
course of the regional metamorphism along with the buffering effect on H20 by the for-
mation of hydrates was discussed by FYFE (1970) and BROWN and FYFE (1972)， tobe under 
the water deficient and vapor absent conditions (ROBERTSON and v¥TYLLIE， 1971， gave the 
definition of this condition)， ifnot provided by the introduction of water from outside the 
system. Thus the solidus of hydrates (muscovite)-bearing granitic rocks under the 
water deficient and vapor absent conditions presented by BROWN and FYFE (1972) may 
serve the lower temperature limit. The fact， that the metabasites stayed below the solidus， 
indicates that the upper temperature limit may be provided by the solidus of hornblende 
metabasite. The curve for the hornblende-bearing crustal rocks presented by BROWN 
and FYFE (1972) is considered appropriate. 
The equation [6]， Cpx+Ga+Q=Opx十Pl，is diagnostic for the pressure limit. In 
many rocks， plagioclase does not disappear because of the coupled reaction with the 
equation [6] as follows. 
[13] Opx+Cpx1+Pl1=Cpx2+P12+Ga+Q 
Plagioclase decreases and becomes sodic， thus resulting in the establishment of the garnet 
granulite. The P-T field of the garnet granulite has been experimentally investigated by 
some authors on various rocks as summarized by GREEN and RINGWOOD (1972). The 
occurrence of the reversely zoned plagioclase， the core part of which is considered to 
belong to the M1 paragenesis， indicates that the Ml metamorphism of the metabasites was 
lower than the eclogite facies in which plagioclase is decomposed into jadeite and quartz. 
Thus the experimental results of GREEN and LAMBERT (1965) and GREEN and RINGWOOD 
(1967a) on the trangition of granulite to garnet granulite of adamellite as exemplified 
partly by the equation [6]， and the stability field of plagioclase in basaltic rocks， may serve 
the lower and upper pressure limits， respectively. These curves shift to the lower pressure 
side in increasing Fe contents， and affected by the silica saturation-undersaturation 
degrees. 
WAGNER and CRAWFORD (1975) diagramatically showed the e狂'ectof these two variables， 
and YOSHIKURA (1977) utirized the same diagram to evaluate the pressure condition of some 
granulite facies rocks in }apan. Figure 9 is cited from the YOSHIKURA'S compilation. 
Plots of the chemical compositions of the charnockites， metabasites， and meta-ultrabasites 
in reference to their mineral constituents in the same figure disperse in some extent， but 
appear to show the upper pressure limit of the M1 metamorphism to be lower than around 
11-12 kb. Since the garnet occurs as relict grains in some garnet-bearing metabasites， 
the field of the garnet-bearing rocks should have extended to sonlewhat higher pressure 
side; thus the 11-12 kb pressure a bove cited is considered to be the lower pressure limit 
of the M1 metamorphism. 
The common occurrence of garnet-pyroxenite and pyroxenite， and the complete 
absence of Ol-Pl， and Ol-Ga parageneses in the meta帽ultrabasitesand metabasites 
indicate the conditions to be in the right side of the following equations. 
. 
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Figure 9. Composition field of garnet-bearing basic rocks. 
The figure indicates the pressure condition of the predominant metamorphism in the 
region around Lutzow-Holmbukta. Open circle: Rocks with the Opx-Cpx-Pl parage-
nesis; Solid circel: Rocks with the Ga-Cpx paragenesis; Half solid circle: Rocks with the 
HoァOpx-Gaparagenesis; Circle with dot: Rocks with the paragenesis Opx-Cpx-Pl， but 
plagioclase occurs only in a minor amount. Dashed lines 13.5 kb and 8-9 kb indicate 
the upper limit of the distribution of the garnet-bearing basic rocks compiled by YOSHIKURA 
(1977) from the data after GREEN and RJNGWOOD (1967a) and WAGNER and CRAWFORD 
(1975). The fu111ine A indicates the M1 metamorphic conditions and B indicates the M2 
Metamorphic conditions (see text). Numerical numbers attached to rock symbols refer 
to those given in YOSHIDA'S table (1.978， his table 2.1). Left side of the abscissa refers 
to 01+Ne， and right side， toQ. 
[14] Ol+An=Ga 
[15] Ol+An=Di+En+Sp 
[16] Ol+Ga=Di+En+Sp 
The univariant curve of the equation [15] is given by HERTZBERG (1972)， and that of the 
equation [16]， by O'H刷 etal. (1971)， based on the experiments on materials with the 
lherzolitic composition. The addition or variation in amount of N a or F e shifts these 
curves. 
All the data cited above do not conflict each other. They show the conditions of the 
M1 metalnorphism to be in the dotted areas of Figure 10・Aas 750-9500C and 11.5-16 kb， 
although many of the liInitting reaction curves are only semi-quantitative in applying to 
the natural system， the composition and environment of which being expected to differ 
significantly from those of each experiment. 
The presence of hydrous minerals provides some information about the partial 
pressure of H20， i.e.， does not indicate the completely dry condition. But no evidence 
of distinct mobilization of the metabasites indicates that the water vapor pressure was 
zero during the main phase of the metamorphism， because the solidus of wet (water vapor 
present) basalt is distinctly in the lower temperature side of the already estimated P-T 
field of the Ml metamorphism， eventhough the solidus of the hydrate-bearing granite 
， 
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This estimation favours with the discussion made by FYFE (1970) on the 
solidus of granitic rocks mentioned in the foregoing pages. Some water， which was 
present in rocks， might have been captured in the hydrous minerals; thus the paragneisses 
and charnockites might have been able to contain up to about 1.6%， and the metabasites， 
about 1.8%， ofH20， calculating al the components of these rocks， read from the average 
chemical compositions presented by YOSHIDA (1978)， tomake hydrates. Since the me-
tabasites are very small in amount in comparison to the paragneisses and charnockites， 
the average water contents of rocks of the present region might have been less than about 
1.6%. 
2. Second (M2) metamorphism 
YOSHIDA (1978) estimated about the conditions of the second metamorphism as 
follows. …granoblastic plagioclase and both ortho-and clinopyroxenes are the typomorphics 
of this episode along with perthite and hornblende. Biotite existed stably or metastably during 
this episode. Occurrence of the Gaー Sil-Kf assemblage in paragneisses， absence of cordierite 
and olivine in all rock (except in marble for olivine) may also be a valuable data. These mineral 
assemblages indicate the granulite facies conditions， especially of the intermediate pressure granulites 
of Green and Ringwood.. .. the foam texture of this episode is general1y explained as the result 
of the annealing recrystallization...... 
Physical conditions and mineral parageneses of various rocks are presented in chapter 
??
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Figure 10. P-T field of each metamorphism. 
Figure A. M1 metamorphism 
Full lines indicate experimentally or theoretically well documented curves， and dashed 
lines indicate uncertainty. The M1 metamorphic conditions lie in the hatched side of 
the lines. A line with hatches at the both sides indicates the conditions of the metamorhism 
to be around the line. Arrows on the line indicate the trend of the shift expected to take 
place with the appropriate compositional or environmental di狂'erencesfrom the experi-
mcntal conditions. Thus the M1 metamorphic conditions are indicated to lie in the 
dotted field in the figure. Dotted lines refer to the P-T measures. The numerical number 
in the circle indicates the following univariant curves given by or slightly modified from 
the cited authors. For more details， see text. 
1: Hornblende四outin andesite (ALLEN et al.， 1975) 
2: Solvus grossuralite-pyrope (HENSEN et al.~ 1975) 
3: Solidus of muscovite-bearing crustal rocks (BROWN and FYFE. 1972) 
4: Ga-in， adamellite (GREEN and LAMBERT， 1965) 
4': Ga-in， from charnockitic to ultrabasic rocks in 
+Ne]versus MgfMg+Fe (YOSHIKURA， 1977) 
5: Pl-out， basalt (GREF.N and RINGWOOD， 1967a) 
6: Fo+An=Opx+Cpx+Sp (HERTZBERG) 1972) 
7: Ga+Fo=Di+En+Sp (O'HARA etαl.， 1970) 
8: So1idus of hornblende-bearing crustal rocks (BROWN and FYFE， 1972) 
A，B: Two pyroxene geothermometry (WOOD and BANNO， 1973) of two meta-ultrabasites 
(Specimens Nos. 36，47， in Tables 1 and 2) 
[Q-Ol norm their to reference 
• 
， 
. 
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C: P-T curve after the Ga-Cpx measure (RAHEIM and GREEN， 1974) of a meta-ultraba・
site (No. 45) 
D: P-T curve after the Ga-Cpx measure of a metabasite (core pair， No. 34) 
E，F: P-T curve after Al203 contents of orthopyroxene coexisting with garnet in pyroxe-
nite (MCGREGOR， 1975) (Nos. 53， 54) 
Figure B. M2 metamorphjsm. 
9: Solidus of dry Ho-Bi granodiorite (ROBERTSON and WYLLIE， 1971b) 
10: Pl-out in wet granodiorite (ROBERTSON and WYLLIE， 1971 b) 
11 : Solidus of hornblende-bearing crustal rocks (BROWN and FYFE， 1972) 
12: Ho-out in andesite (ALLEN et al. J 1975) 
13: Opx+Do+C02=Sp+Fo+Cc+H20 (WYLLIE and HUANG， 1976) 
14: Solvus， high alkali feldspar (LUTH et al.J 1974) 
15: Ga-in， alkali olivin basalt (GREEN and RINGWOOD， 1967a) 
15': Ga-in， from charnockitic to ultrabasic rocks in reference to their norm [Q-Ol + Ne] 
versus Mg IMg + F ~ (Y OSKIKURA， 1 977) 
16: Sillimanite=kyanite (HOLDAWAY， 1971) 
17: Opx+Cpx+Sp=Fo+An (HERTZBERG， 1972) 
G.H: Two pyroxene geothermometry (WOOD and BANNO) for averaged compositions 
of pyroxenes of charnockitic rocks (Nos. 3， 7)
1: Ibid.， of a metabasite (No. 34) 
J: The two feldspar P-T measure averaging the two curves for the low and the high feld-
spars given by WHITNEY and STORMER (1977) (No・3)
Figure C. M3 metamorphism. 
18: Solidus wet granodiorite (ROBERTSON and WYLLIE， 1971 b) 
19: Solidus wet alkali basalt (YODER and TILLEY， 1962) 
20: Alkali feldspar solvus (LUTI王etal.J 1974) 
21: St+Q=Ga+Sil(Kya)+H20 (GANGWAY， 1972) 
22: Mus+Q=Kf+Sil+H20， PH20=O.8 Ptot (KERRICK， 1972) 
23: ibid， PH20=0.2 Ptot 
24: Cd=Ga十Sil+Q，PH20=Ptot， FeIFe+Mg=O.7 (HOLDAWAY and LEE， 1977) 
25: Aluminosilicate polymorphs (HOLDAWAY， 1971) 
26: Ga-in， quartz tholeiite with Mg/Mg+ Fe about 10% (GREEN and RINGWOOD， 1967a) 
27: Ga-in， adamelIite (GREEN and LAMBERT， 1965) 
28: Ch+Mus=St+Bi+Q+H20， PH20=Ptot (HOSCHEK， 1967) 
29: Ch+l¥在us+Q=Bi+As+H2u，PH20=Ptot (HIRSCHBERG and WINKLER， 1968) 
30: Alkali feldspar， high-low inversion (LUTH et al. J 1974) 
31: Cd+Kf+H20=Bi+Sil， PH20=Ptot， with FeOjFeO+MgO=O.7 (HOLDAWAY 
and LEE， 1977) 
K，L:Ga-Bi geothermometry for the core-and margin-pairs (K)and an average pair 
(L) in paragneisses from the northern areas (Nos. 8， 9)
M: ibid.， amargin pair in a metabasite from the southern areas (No. 34) 
N: P-T curve for the two feldspar measure for separate grains of feldspars in a para噛
gneiss from Omega Misaki， northern areas (N 0・9)
0: P-T curve for the Ga-Cpx measure on a meta-ultrabasite from Ryugu Misaki (No・
35， core， 0， and margin， 0'). The curve 0' is almost conformable with the curve N. 
Linear arrows indicate the trend of the change of the metamorphic conditions from 
the main phase to the late phase. 
3. From these evidences and considerations， the P-T field of the M2 metamorphism is 
indicatable as shown in Figure 10-B. 
From the fact that part of， but not al of， the charnockitic plutonites attained above the 
solidus， the solidus of the hydrate (biotite)四bearinggranodiorite following to the similar 
considerations given in that of the Ml metamorphism may serve the lower temperature 
limit. The charnockitic pegmatite was considered to have attained considerably above the 
solidus. The restricted and vein-type occurrence of the pegmatite indicates that the 
. 
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concentration of water vapor might have been the cause of the pegmatite formation. Thus， 
the Pl-out curve in the water su伍cientgranodiorite may show the surrounding temperature 
of the pegmatite formation， because the pegmatite contains plagioclase as the main con-
stituent. The appropriate univariant curves are given by ROBERTSON and WYLLIE (1971 b). 
From the fact that the pyroxene metabasites alternating with the paragneisses were below 
the solidus， the solidus of basaltic rocks with hydrates (hornblende-bearing rock， after 
BROWN and FYFE， 1972) possibly serves the upper temperature limit as did in the M1 
metamorphism. 
The retention of both biotite and hornblende of the M1 paragenesis as xenocrystics 
in other crystals indicates that the decomposition of these minerals did not take place 
under such special environments; the decomposition curve of hornblende (KUSHIRO， 
1970， HOLLOWAY， 1973， and ALLEN etαl.， 1975) is acceptable for the upper temperature 
limit， aswas in the Ml metamorphisnl. The absence of the Do-En paragenesis in the 
carbonaceous rocks and instead， the stable occurrence of the Sp-Fo一Ccalso suggest 
the similar condition range as above indicated by the completion of the following reaction 
to the right side: 
[17] En+Do+C02=Fo+Sp+Cc+H20 
This curve shifts to the upper temperature side by the addition of Fe into the system 
(WYLLIE and HUANG， 1976). Perthite commonly occurs in many gneisses and charnockites. 
The perthitization is considered to have taken place partly in the late period of the M2 
metamorphism (perthite and antiperthite) and partly during the M3 metamorphism 
(mesoperthite) (YOSHIDA， 1978， p.138-140). This indicates that the rocks were formed 
under the one feldspar field as pointed out by HEIER (1956)， the univariant curve for the 
solvus crest given by LUTH et al. (1974) being acceptable. The solvus curve of the alkali 
feldspar， however， drastically lowers according to the increase in Or-contents， although 
water vapor and An contents also affect in some instances (MORSE， 1969). The common 
occurrence of the exsolution structure in the calcite-dolomite minerals also indicates the 
one magnesian carbonate field during the M1 andfor M2 metamorphisms， but the solvus 
curve lowers drastically (more than in case of perthite) in increasing calcite molecules 
(GOLDSMITH， 1959). 
The reaction [6] Ga+Cpx+Q=Opx+Pl from the left to the right side， isin com・
pletion in acid rocks， near completion in many basic rocks， and retained in equilibrium 
in many ultrabasic rocks. This indicates that the pressure condition is adjacent to or 
slightly lower than the reaction curve of alkali olivin basalt given by GREEN and RINGWOOD 
(1967a). This is also conformable to the pressure condition inferred from the univariant 
curve for the reaction Ga=Px+An+Sp given by KUSHIRO and YORDER (1966). 
Field of rocks with the Ga-Cpx paragenesis， the concerned rocks being selected from 
YOSHIDA'S (1978) table (his table 2.1)， inthe WAGNER・CRAWFORD YOSHIKURA'S diagram 
(Fig. 9)， appears to indicate the pressure of the M2 metamorphism to be lower than 8-9 kb. 
The stable occurrence of sil1imanite instead of kyanite also provides the upper pressure 
limit by the inversion curve given by HOLDAWAY (1971)， although the invariant point of 
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the aluminosilicate polymorphs was often pointed to move to the 1 to 2 kb higher position 
(e.g.， ZEN， 1969). The complete absence of the 01-Pl paragenesis in the metabasites and 
meta-ultrabasites shows the lower pressure limit by the formerly introduced equation 
[15] 01+An==Di+En+Sp， the univariant curve being shown by HERZBERG (1972). 
All the data cited above do not conflict significantly each other. But the range of the 
pressure field is too narrow. Some unreliability may lie on the univariant curves 13， 
17， and the upper pressure limitting line 15' in Figure 10-B， the compositions of the rocks 
of the present region differing in some instances from those of the materials used for the 
experiments. Whether or not the dependancies may be， the dotted area indicates the 
probable P-T field of the M2 metamorphism as 850-950oC and 8.5-10.5 kb in Figure 10-B. 
In the charnockitic rocks and garnet gneiss， orthopyroxene or garnet is well preserved. 
Some rocks contain very few amounts of orthopyroxene or garnet， but completely or 
almost completely lack biotite. This may indicate the mineral paragenesis of the M2 
metamorphism to be made principal1y under the almost dry condition (without hydrous 
凶 nerals).
3. Third (M3) metamorphism 
YOSHIDA (1978) stated on the conditions of the M3 metamorphism as fol1ows. -・.. 
is inequigranular lobate characterized by the fine grained aggregate of the granitic mineral as圃
semblage probably showing the anatectic facies， and porphyroblastic microcline K -faldspar and 
quartz， along with alteration biotite. The formation of mesoperthite and the separation of two 
isolated phases of each feldspars may belong to this episode， probably of the earlier time. 
The probability of the paragenesis Ga-Cpx (YOSHIDA written down this paragenesis in 
the late period of the M2 metamorphism tentatively) to belong to the M3 metamorphisrn 
was also suggested by him (in the same literature， p.144). 
Physical conditions and mineral parageneses of various rocks are presented in chapter 
3. From these evidences and considerations， the P-T field of the M3 metamorphism is 
indicated in Figure 10・c. It is noteworthy that the M3 metamorphism appears to include 
two different metamorphic conditions as the earlier higher temperature (main phase) and 
the later lower temperature (later phase) conditions. 
The fact， that some granitic rocks with the ratio GajGa+Bi being very small or zero 
attained far above the solidus， suggests that the solidus of granodiorite with water vapor 
(ROBERTSON and WYLLIE， 1971 b) may serve the lower temperature limit.. The angular 
basic xenolithic blocks in migmatites of the pink granites are considered to have stayed 
below the solidus; this indicates that the solidus of wet olivine basalt given by Y ODER and 
TILLEY (1962) serves the upper temperature limit. 
The retention of perthite of the M2 metamorphim during the M3 metamophism 
also indicates the upper temperature limit by the solvus curve of alkali feldspar. The 
occurrence of staurolite in the paragenesis (5) Q-Pl 一Sil-St-Bi-Gaindicates the 
temperature to be adjacent to the reaction [1] St+Q==Ga+Sil+H2u in equilibrium， 
the un凶iMv刊a訂rmi
The absence 0ぱfmusc∞ov吋it伐ei泊nthe main phase of the M3 metamorphism indicates the 
， 
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completion of the reaction [3] Mus+Q=Kf+Sil+H20 to the upper temperature sicle 
in the appropriate water vapor pressure environment， which is experimentally shown by 
KERRICK (1972). 
The absence of cordierite in rocks with compositions plotted in the Sil-Kf-Bi grid 
in the AKF diagram， and the presence of the parageneses (3) Q-Kf-Pl-Sil-Bi and 
(5) Q-Pl-Sil-St-Bi-Ga may only indicate the limitation of the cordierite field as 
mentioned in the previous section. But the paragenesis (4) Q-Sil-Bi-Ga suggests 
that the decomposition reaction of cordierite 
[18] Cd=Ga+Sil+Q 
might have taken place to the right side. The univariant curve for this reaction with 
FejFe+Mg=O.7 (this value is the highest among the rocks with appropriate compositions 
read from the YOSI-IIDA'S table 2.1 in 1978， i.e.， 21 specimens as selected in Chapter 4) is 
extraporated from the experimental results of HOLDAWAY and LEE (1977). This curve 
shifts to the lower pressure side in decreasing the water vapor pressure. The stable 
occurrence of sillimanite throughout the M3 metamorphism restricts the pressure condition 
in the sillimanite field， asin the M2 metamorphism. 
The Ga-Q-Cpx paragenesis (14)， occurring as the small domain equilibrium in 
some charnockitic rocks， provides the pressure limit of the M3 metamorphism by the 
univariant curve of the equation [6] Opx+Pl=Cpx+Ga+Q of Mg-poor quartz tholeliite 
(lower limit) and adamellite (upper limit) given by GREEN and RINGWOOD (1967a) and 
GREEN and LAMBERT (1965). 
The occurrence of muscovite generally associated with the microcline K-feldspar is 
the diagnostic event in the late phase of the M3 metamorphism. The decomposition 
reaction of biotite into muscovite is not yet clarified experimentally; the univariant curve 
should lie in somewhat lower temperature side than the univariant curve of the equation 
[3] Mus+Q=Kf+Sil+H20 (KERRICK， 1972)， judging from the experimental results 
either containing staurolite (HOSCHEK， 1967)， or cordierite (HIRSCHBERG and WINKLER， 
1968)， for the following reactions. 
[19] Ch+Mus=St+Bi+Q+H20 
[20] Ch+Mus+Q=Cd+Bi+As+H20 
The high-low type inversion of K-feldspar is uncertain because of the very slow 
inversion late， but LUTH et al. (1974) indicated the temperature of the inversion in their 
experiments on the solvus of high alkali feldspars. This curve may indicate the sur-
rounding temperature of the late phase of the M3 metamorphism. The alteration of 
forsterite to serpentine indicates similar to or lower conditions (cf. summary after WINKLER， 
1974， p.153)than the formation of muscovite， and therefore， possibly occurred in the similar 
period to the M3 metamorphism or more later. 
The paragenesis (8) Q-Kf-Pl-Sil-Mus-Bi found in the northern areas indicates 
the absence of Cd-Mus， and Cd-Kf tie lines， but not he absence of the cordierite phase 
during the late phase of the M3 metamorphism. Thus the univariant curve of HOLDAWAY 
and LEE (1977) for the reaction 
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[21] Cd十Kf+H20==Bi十Sil
with FeOjFeO+MgO 0.7 provides the lower pressure limit. This curve shifts to the 
higher pressure side by the decrease of water vapor pressure. 
All data and considerations a ppear not to conflict each other significantly. They 
point the conditions of the M3 metamorphism to be in the dotted areas of Figure 10-C 
as 660-700oC and 4.3-6.5 kb for the main phase and 500-570oC and 3.1-5.3 kb for the 
late phase. 
The gneissic rocks with biotite only as the mafic constituent are either very leucocratic 
gneiss often with quantities of quartz， orintrusive gneissic rocks into other rocks; the 
biotite is very scarse in the former case， but in good amount in the latter. The complete 
disappearance of garnet may be a rare case in the ordinary transition fronl the M2 to the 
M3 metamorphism when the garnet of the M2 paragenesis is not smal1 in quantity. This 
may indicate that the main phase of the M3 metamorphism was conducted under somewhat 
wet condition， but not so much; the transformation of garnet into biotite and the concen-
tration of H20 into some restricted part of rocks might have buffered the fugacity of 
water during the metamorphism and only the H20 concentrated part might have intruded 
into other rocks. The complete absence of muscovite during the main phase in both 
granites and gneisses indicates that the partial pressure of H20 is not more than around 
0.8 Ptot， because the P-T field becoming too narrow when the H20 partial pressure exeeds 
this value. 
Paragenetic occurrence of muscovite and sillimanite in the late phase of the M3 meta-
morphism indicates the conditions of this phase to be on the univariant curve of the 
equation [3] Mus+Q==Kf+Sil+H20. Since the P-T field is obtained by some other 
metamorphic reactions mentioned already， the univariant curve of the equation [3] can 
not coincide with the field without limitting the PH20 less than about 0.2 Ptot • Thus， 
the late phase of the M3 metamorphism is found to have been the water deficient condition 
(there remains a possibility that the muscovite were stable also in the main phase of the 
M3 metamorphism by the local environmental changes or the chemical composition 
of rocks). 
5.2. Geothermometry and geobarometry 
The results of calculations after various geothermometries and geobarometries are 
listed in Table 2. It may sometimes be inappropriate to compare the results of calculations 
based on the different kind of geothermometry or geobarometη. Furthermore， the 
calculation method of one geothermometry is often different according to authors as to 
result 1000C or more of the difference (in Table 2， some of such examples are seen). The 
occurrence of rocks and minerals especially on the equiribration relations and zoning 
patterns of minerals are a1 neccessory informations before calculating the P-T values. 
U nfortunately， the previously presented mineral analyses lack the data of the occurrence 
neither of minerals nor of rocks. Only two specimens， having subjected to the preliminary 
microprobe analysis， provide some information for eXplaining the other data. The indirect 
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assumption on the occurrence of the concerned rocks reported by the previous authρrs 
extraporated from the occurrence of similar rocks observed by the present writer in the 
region around Lutzow-Holmbukta was also valuable for the explanation. 
In calculation， the Opx-Cpx geothermometry values by WOOD and BANNO (1973) 
are presented along with that of STORMER and WHITNEY (1977) in parenthesis; the former 
calculation appears suitable for the present stud y in comparison with the already obtained 
P-T field. The garnet-biotite geothermometry is recently presented by THOMPSON 
(1976)， GOLDMAN and ALBEE (1977)， and FERRY and SPEAR (1978)， among which that of 
THOMPSON appears appropriate and is arbitrally taken; the last author's calculation resulted 
in the too high temperatures as to exceed the temperature of the two pyroxene geother-
mometry. The calibration of ferric iron on the microprobe data was not made. This 
results in a very small effect on the Ga-Bi and two pyroxene geothermometry， but results 
in the shifting of the P-T curve of the Ga -Cpx measure to the lower temperature side 
by several tens of degrees centigrade. 
First (Ml) metamorphism 
The two pyroxene geoωthe位rmometrηyon two meta-べu凶1
Table 2) and the Ga 一 Cpx P 一T measure on a meta 圃ベ引u凶I
p抑ai廿roぱfgarnet and clinωlOpyな初roxeneof a metaぬbaおSi託te(No. 34) are xpected to present the M1 
nletamorphic conditions. Aluminium contents of orthopyroxene coexisting with garnet 
in two meta-ultrabasites (Nos. S3 and 54) present the pressure-temperature curve after 
MACGREGOR (1975). The results are somewhat dispersed， asto range for temperature) 
from 937-9650C and pressure， 10.9-45.5 kb， some of them being conformable， and others 
conflicting to the P-T field estimated from the physical state of rocks and mineral para-
geneses. These data are indicated also in Figure 10・A.
The possible explanation of the high temperature and pressure values may be that 
mineral pairs of meta-ultrabasites more or less retain the original “igneous" physical 
conditions under which the rocks were initiated (have been situated). Field occurrence 
of rocks and composition range of garnets are sometimes advantageous for this explanation. 
Plots of 0 的 opyroxenes in the BH王弘則則A1灯，τT'‘"τ'TAτI
orthopyroxenes from sωome meta-u叫lt位raぬbaおsi比teωsf:白'alin the igneous五eldor 0∞n the boundary 
line. 
The two pyroxene geothermometry after WOOD and BANNO (1973) appears to point 
somewhat reasonable values. But the experiments of the pyroxene solvi on which the 
geothermometry stands gave variable results (DAVIS and BOYD， 1966， NEHRU and羽TYLLIE，
1974， MORI and GREEN， 1975)， and the WooD-BANNO geothermometry is often pointed 
out to be too high (e.g.， FLEET， 1974， STORMER and WHITNEY， 1977). Furthermore， the 
pyroxene pairs should have re-arranged their compositions during the late period of the 
M1 metamorphism and during the M2 metamorphism. 
P-T curves drawn from the aluminium contents of orthopyroxene after MCGREGOR'S 
(1975) method conforlD to the estimated P-T field. This may be due to the indistinct 
， 
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Table 2. List of P-T calculations 
恥101fractions etc. Calculated values Method of 
calculations 
Sp. 
No. 恥1ineralpairs A B C 
3-i Opx-Cpx， core 0.560 
Av-1 0.564 
-iii " Av-2 0.564 
-iv ， R在argin 0.565 
-v " ， xenocryst-1 0.567 
-vi " ， xenocryst-2 0.567 
-vii PI-Kf， perthite 0.155 
• • • 
-VU1 
7 Opx-Cpx， Av 0.478 
8-i Ga-B i， core 0.288 
-ii "margin 0.247 
9-i Ga-Bi， Av 0.202 
-ii PI-Kf 0.10 
• • • 
-111 " " ?????
?
??
?????
???
?
Ga-Bi， Av 
Ga-Bi. Av 
Ga-Bi， Av 
Ga-Bi， Av 
Ga-Bi， Av 
Ga-Bi， Av 
Ga-Bi， Av 
Op>..-Cpx， core 
， middle 
， Av 
0.223 
0.391 
0.321 
0.253 
0.463 
0.387 
0.426 
0.500 
0.500 
0.500 
0.500 
3.486 
34-i 
-11 
• • • 
-111 
-1V " ， margln 
-v Ga-Cpx， core 
-V1 " " 
-Vll " ，margln 4.138 
-l1X " " 
-ix Ga-Bi， core 0.221 
-x " ，A v 0.217 
-xi " ， margin 0.195 
3月一i Ga-Cpx， core 5.19 
-11 " " 
• • • ，. ， margln 5.43 -111 
-lV " " 
36 
40 
43 
45-i 
Opx-Cpx， Av 
Ga-Bi， Av 
Ga-Bi， Av 
Ga-Cpx， Av 
0.223 
0.427 
0.468 
1.830 
? ? ?? ?
? ? ?
?
???』??
?
" ，. 
Opx-Cpx， Av 
Opx with Ga， Av 
0.193 
4.56 
? ↑? 、
?
" " 
Opx with Ga， Av 4.02 
-11 " " 
0.175 
0.172 
0.172 
0.172 
0.172 
0.172 
0.669 
" 
0.254 
0.592 
0.591 
0.463 
0.73 
" 
0.513 
0.634 
0.498 
0.579 
0.764 
0.602 
0.590 
0.229 
0.229 
0.229 
0.229 
0.587 
0.513 
0.480 
0.478 
0.477 
0.59 
0.51 
0.577 
0.758 
0.761 
0.308 
0.615 
0.025 
0.025 
0.027 
0.027 
0.024 
0.026 
T(OC) P(kb) 
789(695) 
789(695) 
798(711) 
798(712) 
783(688) 
792(703) 
605 
655 
861(790) 
695 
628 
708 
535 
573 
688 
806 
916 
656 
682 
856 
957 
823(734) 
823(734) 
812(716) 
794(686) 
[734] 
[8231 
[686] 
[794] 
732 
725 
682 
[628] 
[695] 
[575] 
[660] 
937(774) 
643 
692 
[774] 
r937] 
965(799) 
[7901 
[861] 
[7901 
[861] " 
W'B(S'W) 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
W'S [ 5 ] 
[10] " 
W'B(S'W) 
Th 
0.050 
1.273 
1.479 
1.229 
" 
" 
[ 5 ] 
[101 
W.S 
" 
1.296 
0.993 
0.743 
1.404 
1.322 
0.871 
0.661 
0.036 
0.036 
0.033 
0.028 
1.782 
Th 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
W'B(S'W) 
" 
" 
" 
16.0 
29.0 
19.4 
36.3 
R.G 
" ，. 
2.088 " 
" " 
1.180 
1.197 
1.328 
2.17 
Th 
" 
" 
13.0 
23.6 
10.3 
24.3 
R.G 
" " 
2.36 " 
" " 
0.057 
1.437 
1.283 
1.782 
W'B(S'W) 
Th 
" 
21.8 
45.5 
R.G 
" " 
0.062 W'B(S'W) 
R在8.6 
12.0 
9.2 
13.9 
" 
" 
XEL，xgfx，X22ち3'X~ιor FeJMgGa 
B: xi~ ， x込， Fe/MgCpX， ora能;si206
C:lnkdtZ，lnkdFZご品 ora毎日206
The calculation of these values (columns A， B， and C) are referred to those of the cited 
authors. 
Column A: 
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Figure 11. MgO+FeO+Fe203 versus A1203 of pyroxenes. 
The dashed line， given by BHATTACHARYYA (1971)， indicates the boundary 
igneous (lower) and metamorphic (upper) pyroxenes. The quadrate means 
host rock of which is uncertain. Other keys are same as in Figure 4. 
variation of aluminium contents throughout the differing conditions of metamorphisms. 
This appears probable from the preliminary microprobe analysis of orthopyroxenes， 
showing faint compositional zoning of this mineral (analysed by S. YOSHIKURA， 
unpublished)， which is contrasting with the zoned nature of coexsiting clinopyroxene or 
garnet. 
The core Cpx-core Ga pair of a metabasite from Skallen (No. 34) is possibly able to 
Table 2. List of P-T calculations 
Specimen No. of rocks refer to that in Table 1. The analytical data sources are listed in 
that table. Many of the minerals are analysed in the wet method. In such cases， the 
mineral pairs are indicated as Av (average). Specimens Nos. 3， 8， 9， and 35 were analysed 
by microprobe. In such cases， the mineral pairs are indicated according to the analysed 
portions of the grain (core， middle， or margin)， or arismatically averaged (Av). The 
ferric-ferrous calibration is not made in using the data after the microprobe analysis. 
The temperature in parenthesis is after the STORMER. WHITNEY'S equation. The tem-
perature (or pressurl.) in block is derived from some appropriate temperature (or pressure) 
obtained by the other method. The calculation method is referred to that of the follow-
ing authors. 
W.B: WOOD and BANNO， 1973 
S.W: STORMER and WHITNEY， 1977 
W.S: WHITNEYand STORMER， 1977 
G.A: GOLDMAN and ALBEE， 1977 
R.G: RAHEJM and GREEN， 1974 
M: MACGREGOR， 1974 
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present the near M 1 conditions. But the curve is situated in somewhat lower temperature 
side than the already estIlnated P-T field. Much more microprobe analyses of the core 
part of zoned garnet and clinopyroxene in such a metabasite as representing M1 paragenesis 
are considered neccessory. Distinctly higher P-T conditions than that obtained are sure 
to be calculated， because the very core part of zoned garnet and clinopyroxene are expected 
to be detectable by such analyses. N 0 calibration of ferric iron also resulted in the lower 
value of this curve by several tens of degrees centigrade. Thus the P-T measure may 
come to approach the P-T :field obtained from the mineral parageneses and physical 
conditions of rocks. The P-T curve of the Ga-Cpx measure on a margin pair of the 
same metabasite is very low， coinciding with the M3 conditions， indicating the possibility 
for the genesis of the concerned minerals to be related either to the later period of the M1 
metamorphism， orto the M3 metamorphism. But detailed data are nessessory. 
Second (M2) metamorphism 
Data after the two pyroxene geothermometry of two charnockitic rocks (Nos. 3 and 7) 
and a metabasite (No. 34) are expected to present the temperature of the M2 metamor-
phism. They are somewhat dispersed as to range from 7940C to 8610C. But two of 
the microprobe results are not so dispersed， ranging 7890C-7980C (charnockite) and 
8230C-7940C (metabasite)， from core to margin. It is probable， therefore， that if the very 
core part of pyroxenes are analysed， somewhat higher temperature may be calculated， 
which may attain near or exceed the rest two pyroxene geotherrnornetry value of 8610C， 
obtained from the average pyroxene compositions of a charnockite. Two feldspar 
thermometry read from the figure given by WHITNEY and STORMER (1977)， by the averaged 
calculation after the high and the low feldspar series， for the host K-feldspar and lamella 
plagioclase of perthite in a charnockitic plutonite (No. 3) gave a P-T curve. The curve 
indicates 640oC， assuming the pressure conditions to be 8.5 kb， which is the probable 
pressure of the M2 metamorphism estimated from the other data. It is probable， there-
fore， that the ternperature lowered down to 6400C in the later period (the third lnicro圃
structural episode of YOSHIDA， 1978) of the M2 metamorphism. 
Third (M3) metamorphism 
Ga-Bi， Ga-Cpx， or two pyroxene P-T measures are applicable. The Ga-Bi 
geothermornetry indicates from 6280C to 9160C (one high value of 9570C is obtained from 
an extraordinary metabasite (No. 31) with the mineral composition PI-Ga-Bi. This ex-
ample may possibly belong to the earlier metamorphism， but should be examined in future 
provided by :field occurrence of this rock. The dispersion of the obtained temperatures 
is reasonable from the expected growth histories of garnet and biotite already mentioned. 
Therefore， the lnargin pair (attached Bi-Ga) in a metabasite from the southern areas 
(No. 34) and the average pairs in two paragneisses from the northern areas (Nos. 8， 
9) serve the near M3 temperature; they are 6820C (margin)， 6950C(core)-6280C(margin)， 
and 7080C(average)， respectivcly， these temperatures being conformable to the P-T :field 
p~eviously estimated. 
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The two feldspar P-T measure for isolated feldspar grains in a gneiss from Omega 
Misaki (No. 9) provides a P-T curve read from the curve given by WHITNEY and STORMER 
(1977) using the low feldspar parameters. The P-T curve crosses the estimated P-T 
field of the late phase of the M3 metamorphism. This is reasonable， since the feldspar 
analysis， made by microprobe， might have been possibly made relatively on the marginal 
part of the feldspar grains. SHIBUYA and KIZAKI (1967) estimated the exsolution hen1atite申
ilmenite in a microcline granite (pink granite) to have taken place at the temperature 
lower than around 600oC， judging from the thermomagnetic character of the associated 
magnetite， the magnetite in question being considered to have exsolved from the ilmenite 
just after the main exsolution event of the ilmenite-hematite. These events are considered 
to belong to the late phase of the M3 metamorphism， and hence do not consict to other 
data. 
A P-T curve obtained from the Ga-Cpx measure for a core pair in a meta-ultrabasite 
from Ryugu Misaki (No. 35) after RAHEIM and GREEN'S (1974) method coincides neither 
with the P-T field of the main phase nor with the late phase of the M3 metamorphism. 
But the curve crosses the trend of the P-T variation from the main phase to the late phase 
as seen in Figure 10-C， and the margin pair of the same rock coincides with the P-T field 
of the late phase; thus they appear to indicate the continuation of the metamorphic condi由
tions from the main phase to the late phase during the M3 metamorphism. The increase 
of ferric iron shifts the P-T curve to the higher temperature side， but not so much. 
5.3. Metamorphic conditions 
Summarizing the above data and discussions， especially referring to the probable 
shifts of the experimental univariant curves according to the expected environmental 
changes， the metamorphic conditions of the main phases of the superposing metamor-
phisms are estimated as follows. 
Ml metamorphism: around 880oC-13.5 kb and water deficient and vapor absent conditions. 
M2 metamorphism: around 880oC-8.8 kb and almost dry conditions. 
M3 metamorphism: around 680oC-5.5 kb and near water su伍cientconditions， but PH20 
being not more than 0.8 Ptotal for the main phase， and around 520oC-3.8 kb and water 
deficient conditions as PH20 being not more than 0.2 Ptotal for the late phase. 
VI. Summary 
Data on the mineral and rock analyses， most of which have been presented to date are 
utirized to obtain the preliminary P-T values of the superposing metamorphisms as 
follows， with the evaluations of experimental or theoretical investigations and using the 
two pyroxene， garnet-biotite， orgarnet-clinopyroxene geothermometry-geobarometries. 
First metamorphism: around 880oC-13.5 kb and water deficient and vapor absent 
conditions. 
Second metamorphism: around 880oC-8.8 kb and almost dry conditions. 
Third metamorphism: around 680oC-5.5 kb and near water su伍cientconditions， 
， 
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but PH20 being not more than 0.8 Ptotal for the main phase， and around 520oC-
3.8 kb and water deficient conditions as l'H20 being not more than 0.2 Ptotal for 
the late phase. 
Some examples of microprobe analyses demonstrating the heterogeneities of minerals 
provided somewhat realistic application of mineral compositions， most of which are 
obtained by the wet analysis， tothe result of the experimental-theoretical studies and the 
geothermometry-geobarometry calculations. 
Data and discussions of the present study are found to be insu伍cientto obtain a 
beautiful results. The occurrence of rocks in the field and that of minerals under the 
microscope along with microprobe analysis of the selected portions of minerals will con-
tribute to solve the problem. Discussions on the water vapor pressure and oxidation 
state are nearly devoid of in the present article. Some more laboratory work may provide 
about these conditions which are left for future studies. 
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